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Abstract: A new optimised technique for coding stereoscopic image sequences is presented and
compared with already known methods. The proposed technique, called enhanced interpolated
motion and disparity estimation (EIMDE), is based on the joint method, which encodes the frames
of the right image sequence by exploiting both the temporal redundancy of the same sequence and
the disparity redundancy with the left image sequence. In the proposed method, a variable block
size scheme has been employed for motion and disparity estimation. The block size is controlled by
quad-tree decomposition of the processed frame based on a rate-distortion splitting criterion. For
the prediction of a macroblock, optimised motion and disparity vectors are jointly estimated and the
participating proportion of each similarity is suitably searched. In this way, the energy of the
resulted residual frame is minimised and the whole framework is optimised. Finally, the residual
frame is decomposed by a discrete wavelet transform and is further compressed by morphological
encoding the resulting coefficients. The proposed coder has been experimentally evaluated on real
image sequences, where it produced good performance over other known methods.

1 Introduction

Stereoscopic vision is based on the projection of an object
on two slightly displaced image planes and has an extensive
range of applications, such as 3-D television, 3-D video
applications, robot vision, virtual machines, medical surgery
and so on. Two pictures of the same scene taken from two
nearby points form a stereo pair and contain sufficient
information for rendering the captured scene depth. The
above demanding application areas require the development
of more efficient compression techniques of a stereo image
pair or a stereo image sequence. In a monoscopic video
system the compression is based on the intra-frame and
inter-frame redundancy. Typically the transmission or the
storage of a stereo image sequence requires twice as much
data volume as a monoscopic video system. Nevertheless, in
a stereoscopic system a more efficient coding scheme may
be developed if the inter-sequence redundancy is also
exploited. A typical compression scenario includes the
effective prediction of the right sequence frames based on
both motion and disparity estimation.
In general, there are two methods of implementing either

motion or disparity estimation in monoscopic or stereo-
scopic compression applications. The first method, based on
intensity processing, handles this estimation by the block-
matching algorithm (BMA) [1]. The target frame is divided
into blocks of fixed size (FBS) and is matched under

a matching criterion, which may be the mean square error
(MSE) or the mean absolute difference (MAD), which
minimises a cost function. The result of employing this
technique is to predict the target frame and subsequently
code the difference between the initial and the predicted
target frame. This difference is called residual frame.
The positions of the best matching blocks are denoted by a
set of vectors that are also coded. Several compression
algorithms have been developed that use block matching or
alternative implementations, including hierarchical dis-
parity estimation [2], multiresolution block matching [3],
block matching with geometric transform [4], DWT with
morphological coefficient-to-coefficient stereo coding [5]
and so on.

The second method for either motion or disparity
estimation, based on object segmentation, firstly defines or
derives the features of the participating objects in the
processed frame and then estimates the temporal or disparity
field between corresponding frames [6]. Apart from the
above-mentioned methods, several others have been
proposed that try to improve the performance or combine
their characteristics, such as the segmentation-based coding
[7], stereo image projection [8], post-compensation residual
coding [9], overlapped block disparity compensation [10], a
hybrid scheme between block and object based technique
[11] and so on.

Of the two methods described above, the former, which
estimates either motion or disparity with blocks of fixed
size, is the most commonly used because of its simplicity.
However, it fails to code homogeneous regions efficiently.
Segmenting the frame into blocks of variable sizes that
incorporate homogeneous motion and=or disparity charac-
teristics may improve the coding efficiency by allocating
fewer bits to larger regions. The segmentation of a region is
performed and proves efficient only if there is a reduction of
a total rate-distortion cost.

Several schemes have been proposed for the compression
of stereoscopic image sequences. In [6] the proposed
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3D motion estimation methods are integrated in a stereo-
scopic inter-frame coding scheme. In [12] an object-based
coding algorithm is proposed relying on modelling of
objects with 3D wire-frames. A study similar to the present
paper proposes the successive exploitation of motion and
disparity redundancy based on a disparity segmentation
scheme [7,13]. These methods employ rectangular seg-
mentation of the disparity field in a multiresolution
framework, in order to improve coding efficiency of the
right image. The suggested framework is wavelet
decomposition, in which disparity is estimated among
the subbands in a hierarchical sense. Another scheme
proposes the MPEG-like encoding of the left stream and
the joint motion and disparity estimation of the right
frames with blocks of fixed size [14].

The benefits and preferences of 3DTV in many
applications, where there is a viewing enhancement because
of depth impression, have imposed a shift of technology
from monocular to binocular vision. Thus, a lot of effort has
gone into developing efficient compression algorithms for
stereo images and image sequences. The embedding of the
multiview profile (MVP) into the MPEG-2 coding standard
is towards that direction [15]. Also, the recent emergence of
the highly efficient advanced video codec H:264=AVC [16]
has provoked the expectation of an equally efficient stereo
codec. In parallel, JPEG-2000 and MPEG-4 show a trend to
replace DCT-based techniques with DWT-based schemes.

Following these trends, we propose a DWT-based
implementation that aims to combine a robust morphologi-
cal coder with a new disparity compensation scheme based
on motion-disparity interpolation. This new stereo image
sequence compression scheme is called enhanced interp-
olated motion and disparity estimation (EIMDE) and
belongs to intensity processing methods. The left image
sequence is MPEG-like encoded, whereas P and B frames of
the right image sequence are predicted by a joint motion-
disparity interpolative scheme and segmented into variable
size macroblocks. The processed frame is initially segmen-
ted into blocks of homogeneous intensity by its quad-tree
decomposition with an intensity difference threshold
criterion. These blocks may probably belong to the same
object or the background of an image and may present
homogeneous motion or disparity characteristics.
Then, quad-tree decomposition follows with a simplified
rate-distortion criterion that permits splitting if there is a
rate-distortion benefit. During the segmentation of a
processed right B-frame, each macroblock is predicted
from a weighted prediction of bidirectional (forward and
backward) motion predicted macroblocks of I–P frames and
from the disparity predicted macroblock of the correspond-
ing left frame. In the same way, the macroblocks of the right
P-frames are predicted by interpolating the motion predicted
macroblocks from I or P frames and the corresponding
disparity predicted macroblocks. The performance of the
proposed interpolative scheme is further enhanced by using
a suitable search method for the estimation of the best joint
motion and disparity vectors and by optimising the
weighting factors of the participating frames. Finally, the
left and the residual right frames are decomposed using a
DWT. The transform coefficients, after their morphological
representation and partitioning, are encoded using arith-
metic coding that practically achieves the theoretical
entropy bound. The motion and disparity vectors, which
follow the same partitioning as the transform coefficients,
are losslessly transmitted using DPCM and arithmetic
encoding.

Typical stereoscopic applications, such as 3DTV or 3D
video entertainment, require excessive bandwidth. The aim

of the proposed coder is to tackle these increased bandwidth
requirements and to keep a fair trade-off between quality and
bandwidth. The use of a robust and high efficient wavelet-
based morphological coder serves the need of bandwidth
reduction in conjunction with more effective motion-
disparity compensation. This coder presents excellent
compression efficiency, low complexity, fast execution and
embedded bit-streams. The proposed motion-disparity
compensation exploits the high degree of correlation
between the same scene content of the sequences, achieving:
framemanipulationwith blocks of variable size, allocation of
fewer bits to larger homogeneous regions and less annoying
artefacts. Also, subband coding methods exploit the non-
uniform distribution of energy across the different frequency
bands. Since the entire frame is filtered and subsampled to
obtain the subbands, these methods do not suffer from
blocking artefacts that are common in block-based transform
coding methods. The inherent advantages of the wavelet
transform are the creation of almost decorrelated coefficients,
energy compaction and variable resolution.

2 Overview

2.1 Disparity in stereoscopic vision

The distance between two points of a superimposed stereo
pair that correspond to the same scene point is called
disparity [17]. Disparity compensation is the process that
estimates this distance (disparity vector or DV), predicts
the right image from the left one and produces their
difference or residual image (disparity compensated
difference or DCD). The equation that describes disparity
compensation, employing the block-matching algorithm
(BMA), is:

DCDðbi;jÞ ¼
X

ðx;yÞ2bi;j

bRi; jðx; yÞ � ~bb
L
i;jðxþ dvx; yþ dvyÞ

h i
ð1Þ

where bRi;j; ~bb
L
i;j are the corresponding blocks of the right

and the reconstructed left frames, respectively, and dvx;
dvy are the disparity vector components for the best match
that are defined as follows:

DVðbi; jÞ ¼ ½dvx; dvy�T ¼ argmin
ðdvx;dvyÞ2S

jDCDðbi; jÞj ð2Þ

where S is the window search area. The selected matching
criterion is MAD, because it is less computational expensive
and less sensitive to noise thanMSE. Estimation of motion is
similar to disparity estimation and concerns displacement
estimation between two image frames that are offset
temporally [18]. Thus, motion compensation excludes
temporal redundancies and produces the displaced frame
difference (DFD) with motion vectors (MV), which are
correspondingly described by (1) and (2).

2.2 Stereoscopic image sequence
compression

The typical methods of stereoscopic video coding are shown
in Fig. 1. The simulcast method is based on transmission and
reproduction of independently coded channels. Independent
coding reduces complexity but requires twice the bandwidth
of a single transmission channel. The compatible method
utilises MPEG-like encoding for the left sequence and
exploits the spatial correlation between corresponding
frames of the two sequences. The joint method employs
MPEG-like encoding for the left sequence and exploits both
the temporal and spatial redundancy of the right frames.
MPEG-like encoding means that GOP structure and motion
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estimation are treated in a way that is compatible with
MPEG1 or MPEG2-MP coding standards.

2.3 Proposed architecture

The proposed method is an optimised version of joint that
predicts right P and B frames by interpolating the motion

and disparity fields of the participating frames.
The characteristics of EIMDE can be summarised as:

. The left sequence is MPEG-like encoded.

. The right I-frames are encoded using the disparity
predicted frames.
. The right P- and B-frames are encoded by interpolating
the motion predicted frames from the right sequence and the
disparity predicted frame from the left sequence. For the
first B-frame of a GOP, the initial setting of the motion
weighting factors is 35 and 15% for forward and backward
prediction, respectively. The motion weighting factors for
the second B-frame are in the reverse order. The disparity
weighting factor is set to 50%.

Figure 2 shows the architecture employed for coder and
decoder. The left frames are coded and reconstructed within
the coder, so that the joint motion-disparity compensation is
performed in a closed-loop mode. This is a common
technique used in video coding as it provides less
reconstruction distortion at the decoder’s side. At the
coder, both sequences are initially subjected to motion
compensation. The resulting motion vectors of the right
frames together with the disparity vectors, which follow
from the disparity estimator, are combined in the interp-
olation unit and provide the residual frame. The interp-
olation unit comprises the proposed disparity compensation
that is based on frame segmentation. The residual frame, in
turn, is decomposed by DWT, quantised, morphologically
encoded and finally guided to an entropy coder in order to
form the transmission bit-stream. At the decoder, the
incoming sequences follow the reverse order for the
reconstruction of the initial frames.

Fig. 1 Typical methods of stereoscopic video coding

a Simulcast
b Compatible
c Joint

Fig. 2 EIMDE architecture of stereoscopic video coding

a Coder
b Decoder
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2.4 Coding based on morphological
representation of DWT coefficients

The conventional wavelet image coders decompose a ‘still’
image into multiresolution bands [19], providing better
compression quality than the existing DCT transform.
An alternative adaptive wavelet packet scheme can enhance
the benefits of this transform [20]. This type of coder is
subjected to the fact that they include all the coefficients in
the transmitted sequence, even those that are zero or nearly
zero, and their absence would have little effect on the
reconstructed image quality. The statistical properties of the
wavelet coefficients have led to the development of some
very efficient algorithms including the embedded zero tree
wavelet coder (EZW) [21], the coder based on set partition-
ing in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [22], the coder based on the
morphological representation ofwavelet data (MRWD) [23],
and the embedded block coding with optimised truncation of
the embedded bit streams (EBCOT) [24].

The MRWD algorithm, which is used in the present work,
exploits the intra-band clustering and inter-band directional
spatial dependency of the wavelet coefficients in order to
capture and separate them into significant or non-significant
partitions. Their prediction is conducted in a hierarchical
manner from the coarsest to finer scales by a morphological
dilation operation that uses a 3� 3 structuring element. This
partitioning of wavelet coefficients reduces the overall
entropy and the bit-rate becomes smaller than the non-
partitioned case.

This coder is selected in the present work because it
presents excellent compression efficiency, low complexity,
fast execution and embedded bit-streams. The specific
coder has, for ‘still’ images, a better performance of about
1 dB over the popular EZW [21]. The EZW compression
algorithm outperforms significantly DCT at low bit-rates
and provides reconstructed images free of blocking
artefacts. A 2.4 dB better performance at 0.39 bpp has
been reported [21]. In lossy compression, the wavelet-
based JPEG 2000 is 10–20% better than DCT-based
JPEG for high-quality imaging applications (at 0.5–
1.0 bpp) [25]. The wavelet-based coders turn out to be
particularly well-suited to capturing both the transient
high-frequency phenomena, such as image edges, and
long spatial duration low-frequency phenomena such as
image backgrounds.

The proposed algorithm employs four-level wavelet
decomposition with symmetric extension, based on the
9=7 biorthogonal Daubechies filters, for both left and right
frames of the stereo pair. The linear phase of these filters
together with the symmetric extension ensures minimum
distortion across the image’s boundaries [26].

3 Proposed interpolative scheme for stereoscopic
video coding

3.1 Interpolative procedure in stereoscopic
video

In a stereoscopic video, the predicted right B-frames are
estimated by interpolating the motion predicted frames from
the reconstructed right I- or P-frames and the disparity
predicted frame from the corresponding reconstructed left
B-frame. As Fig. 3 shows, the interpolation must be applied
to every macroblock of the frame and this is described as
follows:

b̂bðvf ; vb; vdÞ ¼ wf
~bbf ðvf Þ þ wb

~bbbðvbÞ þ wd
~bbdðvdÞ ð3Þ

where b, v, w stand for macroblock, vector, weighting factor
and indexes f, b, d denote forward, backward, disparity,

respectively. The ð^Þ sign denotes the predicted macro-
block. The ð�Þ sign indicates that the macroblocks are the
reconstructed ones.

The aim is to find the vectors that provide the best
prediction of the right frame:

voptf ; voptb ; voptd

� �
¼ argmin

S

jb� b̂bðvf ; vb; vdÞj ð4Þ

where S is the search area for block matching. Usually, a
good approximation for the solution of (4), which reduces
the number of the performed matches, comes from the best
independent matching of the macroblocks that participate in
the interpolation, that is:

voptb ¼ argmin
S

jb� ~bbbðvbÞj

voptf ¼ argmin
S

jb� ~bbf ðvf Þj

voptd ¼ argmin
S

jb� ~bbdðvdÞj

ð5Þ

However, this solution is sometimes suboptimal. A better
solution may be obtained by the joint full search that has
been developed for monoscopic video [27]. The extension
of the joint search method to stereoscopic video is as
follows:

. The best independent vectors and the minimum difference
according to (5) are estimated, with the weighting factors set
to a predefined value.
. Successively, two vectors are kept constant and the third
vector is updated for a lower minimum of the difference.
. The above procedure is iterated until the minimum value
no longer becomes lower.

3.2 Estimation of weighting factors in
interpolative scheme

The normalised energy of a macroblock bij in a residual
B-frame is:

Eij ¼
1

mby� mbx

Xmby
k¼1

Xmbx
l¼1

fbijðk; lÞ � b̂bijðk; l; vf ; vb; vdÞg2

ð6Þ

where, b̂bij is the predicted macroblock from (3) after the
previously described vector optimisation procedure.
The total normalised energy of the residual frame is:

Fig. 3 Interpolative scheme for stereoscopic video coding

Predicted macroblock of B-frame is estimated through interpolation of
motion and disparity-related macroblocks
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Etot ¼
XI
i¼1

XJ
j¼1

Eij ð7Þ

where I ¼ M=mby and J ¼ N=mbx; for an image of size
M � N and variable size macroblocks of mby� mbx pixels.
It is apparent that the energy of the residual B-frame

depends on the proper selection of the weighting factors
between motion and disparity. For a given bit-rate, the
reduction of this energy provides higher PSNR for the
reproduced frame, as the resulting distortion is decreased.
In a monoscopic video, the weighting factors for the

frames that participate in an interpolative procedure are
usually wf ¼ wb ¼ 0:5: However, it is reasonable that their
values are inversely proportional to the time interval of the
processed frame from the interpolated frames [28]. In this
work, the motion weighting factors, which are forward and
backward, are kept in a constant relation, 7:3 for the first and
3:7 for the second B-frame of every GOP. Correspondingly,
the motion and disparity weighting factors are equal to 0.5
for all the P-frames. The relation between motion and
disparity weighting factors is adjusted so that the energy of
the residual frame is minimised, but their summust be unity,
i.e. wf þ wb þ wd ¼ 1:
Basically, the relation between motion and disparity

weighting factors should be adjusted for every macroblock
and their choice must minimise the energy of each residual
macroblock through the previously described vector
optimisation. Instead of estimating the weighting factors
for every macroblock, which is time consuming and bit-rate
expensive, a suboptimal scheme is proposed. The motion
weighting factors are initially considered to play a role equal
to that of the disparity weighting factor. Therefore, for a
B-frame, wf þ wb ¼ 0:5 and wd ¼ 0:5: Considering the
aforementioned relationship between forward and backward
prediction, the motion weighting factors are set to wf ¼
0:7� 0:5 ¼ 0:35 and wb ¼ 0:3� 0:5 ¼ 0:15 for the first
B-frame and wf ¼ 0:15; wb ¼ 0:35 for the second B-frame.
These values are applied to every macroblock and for all
B-frames in a GOP. Also, for all the P-frames in a GOP, the
motion and disparity weighting factors are set to 0.5.
The proposed algorithm, which involves quad-tree
decomposition of a P or B frame with a rate-distortion
splitting criterion, employs the previously described inter-
polative scheme with the initial values of the weighting
factors. These values are adjusted so that the total energy of
the resulting residual frame is minimised according to (7).
For example, in some B-frames it is found that the energy of
the residual frame is minimised when motion and disparity
contribute to the interpolative scheme by 60 and 40%;
respectively. Thus, wf ¼ 0:7� 0:6 ¼ 0:42 and wb ¼ 0:3�
0:6 ¼ 0:18 for the first B-frame and wf ¼ 0:18; wb ¼ 0:42
for the second B-frame.

3.3 Proposed method of stereo video coding

The proposed method of coding a stereoscopic video,
EIMDE, is an enhanced method of the IMDE scheme
proposed in [14]. The proposed motion and disparity
compensation is based on the segmentation of a frame,
given the motion and disparity corresponding frames and
achieves a coding representation that is commensurate with
the local motion and disparity detail. Typical stereoscopic
sequences consist of frames that contain areas of almost
constant motion or disparity. The motion or disparity
estimation schemes based on blocks of fixed size divide
these areas into small blocks creating more motion or
disparity vectors than those actually needed. To overcome
this drawback, a joint motion-disparity estimation based on

a quad-tree segmentation of the right frames is proposed.
The following relation provides the residual of a processed
frame, either B or P:

Bres ¼ BR � Bpr ð8Þ

where, BR is the right frame, Bres is the residual frame and
Bpr is the prediction of the right frame consisting of the
predicted macroblocks b̂bij that are estimated by (3).

In the proposed algorithm the residual frame is estimated
by (8) but the predicted macroblocks are of variable size,
according to the quad-tree decomposition of the processed
frame. The summary of this new method is as follows:

. The BR frame is quad-tree decomposed using an intensity
difference splitting criterion. According to this criterion, a
block splits into four children blocks if the maximum value
minus the minimum value of the block elements is greater
than a threshold. The threshold is defined as a value between
0 and 1 multiplied by 255 for greyscale images. The lowest
permissible block size is set to 8� 8 pixels, whereas blocks
of larger size are formulated. The largest possible block size
is half the frame’s dimension, because of quad-tree splitting.
In this way, the intensity homogeneous regions are located.
. The resulting 8� 8 blocks are located at the boundaries of
frame objects, where there are larger intensity gradients.
Their predictions are estimated by (3) with the proposed
interpolative method. Although the smallest block could
have any dimension, it has been found that 8� 8 blocks
provide a good trade-off between accuracy of the estimation
and the number of bits necessary to encode the motion or
disparity vector for each block.
. The quad-tree analysis is continued for the blocks of
larger size but with a different splitting criterion. The
splitting criterion for a node is the cost of the residual for
this node, defined by the following relations:

Jp ¼ Dp þ lRp ð9Þ

Jch ¼
X4
k¼1

fDcðkÞ þ lRcðkÞg ð10Þ

where Jp and Jch are the costs of parent and children nodes,
respectively. The Lagrange multiplier l defines the relation
between distortion and bit-rate and its value affects the
segmentation depth of the processed frame. The distortionD
is the MSE for the specific node. The rate R is defined as:

R ¼ rv þ rres ð11Þ

where rv ¼ rf þ rb þ rd and rres are the bit-rates of the
vectors (motion and disparity) and the residual,
respectively.

The residual of a node is estimated by the proposed
interpolative scheme and (8). Therefore, a parent node splits
into four child nodes if and only if the cost of the parent is
greater than the cost of the children.

The rv increases when splitting occurs whereas rres and D
both decrease. The splitting criterion can be formed as:

Dp þ lRp >
X4
k¼1

DcðkÞ þ l
X4
k¼1

RcðkÞ ð12Þ

Dp �
X4
k¼1

DcðkÞ > l
X4
k¼1

rcv þ rcres½ � � r pv þ r pres½ �
( )

ð13Þ

Equation (13) is reduced to:
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DDþ l
X4
k¼1

r p
res � rcresð Þ>l

X4
k¼1

rcv � r p
vð Þ ð14Þ

Considering that rcv> r
p
v and r

p
res> rcres; (14) becomes:

DDþ lDrres>lDrv ð15Þ

which is satisfied if the following relation is valid:

DD>lDrv ð16Þ

This suggests that a parent node splits into four children if
the benefit from the distortion is greater than the benefit
from the vector’s bit-rate.

. After the completion of quad-tree analysis, the right
frame consists of variable size macroblocks each of which
has smooth motion and disparity characteristics. In this way,
the resulting residual frame is less distorted. The initial
preset relationship of the weighting factors between motion
and disparity is trimmed so that the energy of the entire
residual frame is minimised.

4 Experimental results

The proposed coder, which estimates the residual P and B
frames by employing a motion-disparity interpolative
scheme, was tested on three stereoscopic image sequences,
namely ‘crowd’, ‘book-sale’ and ‘Sergio’ [29]. The first two
stereo sequences are the only ones available with a sufficient
temporal length of 169 and 89 frames, respectively, whereas
the third one has a temporal length of ten frames. The size of
each frame is 320� 240 pixels for the first two sequences
and 512� 512 pixels for the third one, the type of sequence
is IBBPBBPBB, the largest macroblock size is half the
frame’s dimension and the smallest macroblock size is 8�
8 pixels. Both motion and disparity compensation employ
the classical block-matching algorithm. The searching area
is 12 pixels (six pixels around the macroblock, which is a
typical value for MPEG and H:261=H:263) and the
matching criterion is MAD. The size of the search space
and the selected cost function counterbalance the complex-
ity of the exhaustive search algorithm used in the proposed
coder. Additionally, the tested sequences have small camera
and object displacements that are fairly supported by this
selection.

The objective quality measure of the reconstructed right
frames is estimated by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR):

PSNR ¼ 10 log10
2552

MSER

ð17Þ

where MSER is the mean square error of the right frames.
The DWT subband coefficients of the left and residual

frames are quantised, are partitioned by the morphological
encoder and are arithmetically encoded. The motion and
disparity vectors are partitioned by the morphological
encoder and are losslessly transmitted using DPCM and
arithmetic encoding. The experimental results refer to P and
B frames of the right sequence. The coding of the right
I-frames is based only on disparity compensation for all the
above mentioned methods. This is because I-frames are
access index points of a video stream, as in the MPEG
standard of a monoscopic video and are coded in intra-frame
mode that does not employ temporal prediction.

Figure 4a illustrates the quad-tree decomposition of a
B-frame with an intensity difference splitting threshold of
0.6, whereas Fig. 4b shows the frame’s segmentation with a
threshold of 0.8. The Lagrange multiplier is set to a value of
l ¼ 500: The white-line blocks show decomposition with
an intensity criterion, whereas the black line blocks show
decomposition according to a rate-distortion splitting
criterion that is provided by inequality (16). The selection
of the intensity difference threshold defines the number of
blocks that will be further processed with the rate-distortion
splitting criterion. As this threshold increases, more blocks
are subjected to the rate-distortion splitting criterion, giving
slightly better performance, but the computational complex-
ity increases as well. In fact, the intensity quad-tree
decomposition is used as a first step for the location of
homogeneous regions that may or may not be further
decomposed. The high-intensity gradient regions are
excluded from the rate-distortion decomposition and they
are treated by the interpolative scheme as fixed size blocks
of 8� 8 pixels.

The Lagrange factor selection affects the depth of rate-
distortion decomposition. As this factor becomes large
enough, the segmentation criterion of inequality (16) is no
longer valid and a smaller number of blocks are further
segmented. The experimental results of this work were
attained with an intensity threshold of 0.6 and unity
Lagrange factor.

Table 1 provides the average objective performance of
the right sequence of compatible, IMDE and EIMDE
compression methods at bit rates of 0.70 and 1:15Mbit=s
(0.30 and 0.50 bpp) and frame rate of 30 frame=s: The bit
rate for the sequence of ‘Sergio’ is provided only in bpp
because of its restricted temporal length. The motion and

Fig. 4 B-frame segmentation with different thresholds

a Intensity difference threshold of 0.6
b Intensity difference threshold of 0.8
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disparity estimation is performed with a pixel precision.
The use of half-pixel accuracy in the proposed coder is
estimated to produce on average a gain of 0.3 dB at the
expense of computing complexity.
It is apparent that the proposed method (EIMDE), for the

tested stereo sequences, provides better overall performance
compared with the compatible method of coding and
improved performance compared to the IMDE method.
At a bit-rate of 0:76Mbit=s (0.33 bpp), PSNR of EIMDE for
a B-frame is about 1.5 dB better than that of the compatible
and 0.9 dB better than that of IMDE for the ‘crowd’
sequence. At the same bit-rate, PSNR of EIMDE for a
P-frame is over 2 dB better than that of the compatible and
1.2 dB better than that of IMDE. The same performance is
attained for the ‘book-sale’ sequence. It may be observed
that EIMDE performs even better in the third stereo
sequence of ‘Sergio’. At a bit rate of 0.32 bpp, EIMDE
outperforms compatible by 2.4 dB and IMDE by 1.9 dB on
the average for B-frames. The interpretation lies in the fact
that the background of the scene is a uniform area of grey
colour. Thus, the proposed frame segmentation scheme
creates larger blocks with constant motion-disparity
characteristics and therefore the algorithm behaves more
efficiently. Also, the only moving object of the scene is
subjected to small displacements.
Figure 5 shows PSNR against bit-rate of a right B- and

P-frame for the ‘crowd’ stereo sequence. As illustrated, the
rate-distortion graphs show that the proposed stereo coding
algorithm outperforms the other methods both at medium
and low bit-rates. Figure 6 shows the subjective perform-
ance of the proposed EIMDE coder with respect to
compatible coder. The reconstructed quality of the second
right B-frame for the ‘crowd’ sequence at a bit rate of
0:46Mbit=s (0.2 bpp) is illustrated. The observed subjective
quality degradation near object boundaries is of ringing
nature and is an inherent property of the wavelet
transformation. The variable size block segmentation of

the processed right frames makes this distortion non-
periodic and thus less annoying.

Table 2 gives the performance of our proposed coder and
MPEG-2 for the ‘crowd’ and ‘book-sale’ test sequences.
Employing the high-profile double-layer structure, the base
layer supports the left stereoscopic sequence while the
enhancement layer manages the disparity predicted right
sequence. The experimental results show that the proposed
coder EIMDE provides comparable or superior performance
against MPEG-2 at medium and low bit-rates. It has to be
mentioned that the proposed coder employs an MPEG-like
encoder that does not include the advanced features of
MPEG-2, such as nonlinear quantisation, motion estimation
with sub-pixel accuracy etc.

It should also be noted that H:264=AVC provides more
than 50% bit-rate savings than MPEG-2 for the same quality
but does not support stereoscopic coding. The aim of the

Fig. 5 Objective quality measure of right B- and P-frame for
‘crowd’ sequence

Table 1: Average performance evaluation of compatible, IMDE and EIMDEmethods of stereoscopic coding at bit rates of
0.70 and 1:15Mbit=s

Right image sequence

B P

Sequence Method PSNR Mbit=s bpp PSNR Mbit=s bpp

Crowd compatible 30.89 0.74 0.32 30.06 0.83 0.36

IMDE 31.45 0.76 0.33 30.99 0.69 0.30

EIMDE 32.35 0.76 0.33 32.15 0.71 0.31

Book-sale compatible 31.09 0.85 0.37 30.13 0.99 0.43

IMDE 32.01 0.81 0.35 31.23 0.76 0.33

EIMDE 32.89 0.78 0.34 32.57 0.78 0.34

Sergio compatible 41.35 - 0.34 39.80 - 0.31

IMDE 41.87 - 0.34 41.16 - 0.29

EIMDE 43.79 - 0.32 43.19 - 0.30

Crowd compatible 34.53 1.13 0.49 34.10 1.52 0.66

IMDE 35.04 1.15 0.50 34.79 1.20 0.52

EIMDE 35.43 1.13 0.49 35.26 1.20 0.52

Book-sale compatible 35.00 1.24 0.54 34.45 1.77 0.77

IMDE 35.75 1.15 0.50 35.28 1.31 0.57

EIMDE 36.42 1.15 0.50 35.81 1.27 0.55

Sergio compatible 45.17 - 0.43 44.21 - 0.52

IMDE 45.81 - 0.44 45.31 - 0.45

EIMDE 47.73 - 0.41 47.33 - 0.44
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present work is to propose a new framework of stereo
coding and show that it outperforms the already existing
algorithms based on simulcast, compatible or joint methods.
The adaptation of the proposed scheme to the advanced
coding capability of H.264 is an issue for further research.

Finally, the rate-distortion algorithm, which is applied on
P and B frames of the right sequence, employs the proposed
segmentation procedure in order to create blocks of variable
size so as to spend fewer bits on homogeneous regions.
The interpolative scheme together with the weighting
factors adjustment aim to reduce the distortion of
the residual frame. The experimental evaluation proves
the effectiveness of the proposed EIMDE method.

5 Conclusions

A stereoscopic image sequence can be encoded in an
effective way if redundant information that exists between
the frames of the same sequence (temporal redundancy) and
the corresponding frames of the two sequences (disparity
redundancy) is taken into account. Among the typical
methods of coding, the most attractive are the compatible
and the joint. The compatible method compresses the right
frames by taking into account the spatial redundant
information in relation to the left frames. The joint method
compresses further the right P- and B-frames by taking into
account both temporal and spatial redundancy. While the
two above mentioned methods have been formulated in the
literature, the optimised framework of the proposed
interpolative scheme has not, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, been addressed.

The proposed scheme, enhanced IMDE, is an optimised
version of the joint method and an enhanced version of
IMDE method that predicts P- or B-frames of the right
sequence by employing joint motion-disparity interpolation.
It initially segments the processed P- or B-frame by
employing an intensity difference splitting threshold, in
order to localise the intensity homogeneous blocks. Then, it
splits further the resulting blocks by a simplified rate-
distortion relationship. The segmentation is performed
through the proposed interpolative scheme that is optimised
by a suitable selection of motion and disparity vectors. As a
result, the processed frame is segmented into variable size
blocks that present homogeneous motion-disparity charac-
teristics and its residual is coded by using DWT transform
with the MRWD compression algorithm. Furthermore, the
adjustment between motion and disparity weighting factors
may minimise the energy of the residual frame.
The experimental results show that the proposed stereo
coding scheme provides better overall performance in the
whole examined range over the typical compatible method
of coding and IMDE.
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